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HEATHROW EXPANSION STAGE 1A DEFINE – DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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“The information contained within this document does not constitute a
formal company position and does not necessarily reflect a final view. It
is provided to you to facilitate discussions with Heathrow Airport Limited
and is based on the best information available to Heathrow Airport
Limited at the time of writing. Heathrow Airport Limited will not accept or
assume any responsibility or liability for the accuracy or correctness of
the information or of any figures provided, calculations or any
assumptions that may be drawn from them. This information is intended
for your sole purpose, is commercially sensitive and confidential and
should not be shared outside your organization or with any third party
without the consent of Heathrow Airport Limited.”
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SCOPE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where we are in the CAA’s CAP1616 process
What are Design Principles?
Design Principles prioritisation and exemptions
Update on current position
Proposed Design Principles
Next steps in the process
Questions
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WE COMPLETED STEP 1A AND BEGUN THE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
STAGE OF THE AIRSPACE CHANGE PROCESS (CAP1616)
 we are here
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WHAT IS A DESIGN PRINCIPLE?
Stage 1 of CAP1616 involves the development of design principles for
submission to the CAA at the ‘Define’ Gateway of the airspace change
process.
CAP1616 states that:
• the development of design principles should provide “a shortlist of
principles to inform the development of airspace design options” and a
“framework against which airspace design options are evaluated”.

• principles “are in no way immutable and, as a part of the process for the
establishment of the airspace design principles, should be challenged as
part of the ongoing dialogue with stakeholders.”
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WHY ARE WE HERE TODAY?
Our first airspace consultation ran from January-March 2018, and provided us
with feedback on the key airspace design principles we identified and consulted
on.
Since then we have been analysing the feedback on these principles, as well as
considering the numerous other factors and principles that are fundamental in
how we design our future airspace.

Ongoing engagement is encouraged through CAP1616, and so we are now at
the stage where we would like to seek further input from you.
This will be carried out in the form of engagement through focus groups and
engagement with a number of key stakeholders.
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WORK TO DATE
Heathrow has a long history of engagement through established forums, e.g.:
• Heathrow Community Noise Forum (HCNF)
• Airline groups
• Flight Operations and Safety Committee (FLOPSC)
• Future Airspace Strategy Industry Implementation Group (FASIIG)
We have developed an understanding of some key principles that our
communities and industry stakeholders have consistently raised as being
important.
Some of these principles potentially “contradict” one another when applied in
airspace design. Our first consultation aimed to get a wider opinion on some
of the main trade-offs.

This consultation also provided an opportunity for anyone to suggest
additional airspace design principles.
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R3 PRINCIPLES DEVELOPMENT
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CONSULTATION 1 EMERGING THEMES
Principle 1: Flight paths (minimise total, minimise new or maximise sharing)

• Respondents not currently overflown tended to prefer “minimise newly overflown”
• Respondents currently overflown tended to prefer “maximise sharing”

Principle 2: Urban and rural
• Respondents tended to prefer routeing
flight paths over rural areas rather than
over urban areas
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CONSULTATION 1 EMERGING THEMES
Principle 3: Urban areas
• Respondents tended to prefer routeing
flight paths over parks and open spaces
rather than over residential areas

Principle 4: Noise & emissions

• Respondents tended to prefer flight paths
that reduce aircraft noise for local
communities over those that reduce fuel
burn & emissions
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CONSULTATION 1 EMERGING THEMES
Principle 5: Technology and innovation
• Industry support for introducing new navigation technology
• Community support for cleaner and quieter aircraft
• Concerns about concentration of aircraft as a result of Performance-Based
Navigation

Principle 6: Night flights
• Support for 6.5 hour ban, or many suggest longer (to be resolved via DCO not
ACP)
• No clear evidence to suggest different principles are needed for airspace design
at night
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PRIORITISATION
Prioritisation of design principles will help us compare design options.
CAP1616 highlights that design principles can be contradictory, for example
where avoiding one kind of impact is likely to increase another:

“some of the principles may contradict one another and some may be
prioritised over others: this will be an iterative process and a qualitative one
rather than a purely numerical exercise with binary answers.”
Where we encounter options that meet different design principles, we would
favour an option that benefits a high priority principle over one that provides
the same level of benefit to a lower priority principle (all other factors being
equal).
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EXCEPTIONS TO PRIORITISATION
Design trade offs can be complex, so we need to retain some flexibility to
ensure that we can find the right balance between competing principles.

Examples of potential exceptions
• If one design option provides a small benefit in relation to a higher priority
principle, whereas another presents a large benefit for a lower priority
principle, we may choose to favour the latter option on the basis that it
provides the best overall result.
• We will continue to engage with stakeholders throughout the design
process and this may uncover new local factors which lead us to prioritise
the principles in a different way in certain locations.
We will always provide a justification for all our design decisions – especially
those (such as the above example) that may not appear to follow the
prioritisation in our design principles.
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NEXT STEPS FOR DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Our ongoing engagement in recent years, and the design principles
consultation, has resulted in the establishment of an extensive list of potential
principles that we have condensed into a shortlist of key principles. These are
listed in later slides.
Feedback from our airspace principles consultation has given us a view on the
prioritisation of the key principles. We are now seeking further input to:
• Help us identify any principle that might be missing, and
• Gather views on the overall prioritisation of the principles
All comments and feedback needs to be received by Friday 27 July by
emailing airspace@heathrow.com. Following this we will collate and consider
feedback from you and other key stakeholder groups to produce our final list
of principles.
We will submit our airspace design principles to the CAA in September.
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THE FIRST 4 PRINCIPLES ARE CORE
REQUIREMENTS AND WILL HAVE TO BE
MET
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 1: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE MUST BE SAFE
Rationale:
• Safety is paramount
• The design must meet or exceed all relevant national and international
safety standards
• This is a core requirement of our airspace design
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 2: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE DESIGN MUST
MEET THE ANPS CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS
Rationale:
• The design must provide capacity for an additional 260,000 movements per
year, as set out in the ANPS.
• Capacity must be provided at key times to meet airline/passenger demand.
• This principle is essential so that we can develop airspace that allows
Heathrow and the UK to compete effectively in the international aviation
market
• This is a core requirement of our airspace design
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 3: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE MUST MEET
THE 3 ANPS NOISE POLICY TESTS
Rationale:
• The ANPS has three key noise tests that must be met:
– Avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life from noise;
– Mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health and quality of life from noise; and
– Where possible, contribute to improvements to health and quality of life.

• Each option will be assessed using WebTAG methodology which includes
quantification of health impacts related to noise.
• This is a core requirement of our airspace design
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 4: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE MUST MEET
LOCAL AIR QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Rationale:
• We will ensure local air quality requirements are met.
• We will design routes that prioritise air quality up to 1000ft in accordance
with Government policy:
Air Navigation Guidance, 2017, states “emissions from aircraft above 1000ft are
unlikely to have a significant impact on local air quality”

• This is a core requirement of our airspace design
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NOISE IS THE NEXT HIGHEST PRIORITY
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 5: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE DESIGN
SHOULD MINIMISE LOCAL NOISE EFFECTS FROM FLIGHTS
Rationale:
• We will consider local circumstances when evaluating the noise impact.
• We recognise that there are many potential applications of this principle,
some of which are contradictory.
• ‘Minimise Noise Effects’ is therefore split into 10 sub-principles in order to
prioritise the different approaches to addressing the UK noise policy aims
to:
– Avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life from noise;
– Mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health and quality of life from noise; and
– Where possible, contribute to improvements to health and quality of life.

• This principle is therefore broken down into a proposed list of prioritised
sub-principles (a-j), based on consultation feedback.
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE A: USE MORE NOISE EFFICIENT
OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
Rationale:
• More noise efficient operations such as climbing/descending continuously,
avoiding low level holding, and noise reduction through speed
management have obvious benefits with little, or no, dis-benefits to trade
off against.
• Given there are no potential negative effects to trade-off, this principle has
been proposed as top noise priority.
• Routes will therefore be designed to incorporate noise efficient operational
practices where practical.
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE B: MINIMISE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
NEWLY OVERFLOWN
Principle 1 – Flight Paths
HEATHROW AIRPORT EXPANSION CONSULTATION

REPORT: 13/02/2018
ConsultationUPDATE
Feedback:

Principle 1 – Flight Paths

HEATHROW AIRPORT EXPANSION CONSULTATION
UPDATE REPORT: 13/02/2018
Adds to more than
100% as some
participants selected
more than one option

Q1. When designing airspace, Heathrow should:

Q1. When designing airspace, Heathrow should:
80

Option B: Minimise the number of people
newly overflown, keeping flight paths close
to where they are today, where possible

Option B: Minimise the number of people newly
overflown
Option C: Share flight paths over a wider area

22%
% in favour of option by area

Option A: Minimise the total number of
people overflown, with flight paths
designed to impact as few people as
possible

(Note: May add to more than
100% as some participants
selected more than one option)

Option A: Minimise the total number of people
overflown

25%

Option C: Share flight paths over a wider
area, which might increase the total number
of people overflown but would reduce the
number of people most affected by the
flight paths as the noise will be shared more
equally

54%

60%

60

59%

40

25%

24%
17%

20

17%

0
Option A

Option B

Option C

Option A

Option B

Overflown

Not overflown

Base: 1,037

Base: 191

Option C

Base: 1,274 participants who completed a response form between 17 January and 9 April 2018

•
•
•

Looking at results in aggregate, sharing noise was the preferred option
However, when we analyse results according to those currently overflown and
those not currently overflown, we see as strong a preference for “minimise new”
amongst those not currently overflown
We propose including all 3 of these principles, but will prioritise “minimise new”
and “share noise” based on this stakeholder feedback
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE B: MINIMISE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
NEWLY OVERFLOWN
Rationale:
• “Minimise new” and “Share noise” are both desirable methods of reducing
the noise impact for communities, and stakeholder engagement supported
the inclusion of both of these.
• It is sometimes impossible to avoid overflight of new areas, but we will
avoid exposing those who do not consider themselves currently overflown
to new noise, where possible.
• When considering how we apply these two principles to the airspace
design, it is more practical to generally seek to avoid new people first
(principle b) and then share noise across the areas already overflown
(principle c).
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE C: MAXIMISE SHARING THROUGH
PREDICTABLE NOISE RESPITE
Feedback from Stakeholder Focus Groups:
• At the stakeholder focus groups, we further investigated the principle of
“share noise” to understand how people think this ‘sharing’ would be best
delivered
• Stakeholders were asked to consider 2 options for “share noise”:
• Predictable respite, provided by using multiple flight paths and only using one at a time, or
• Dispersal of aircraft, with multiple fight paths in use at the same time

• Support for predictable respite was preferred by a small majority
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE C: MAXIMISE SHARING THROUGH
PREDICTABLE NOISE RESPITE
Rationale:
• We will offer predictable respite to those overflown, either by splitting
flight paths into multiple routes and/or through runway alternation.
• Stakeholder engagement has shown that those currently overflown are
generally in favour of sharing flight paths over a wider area, with many
specifying that predictable respite would be most beneficial.
• Government policy also recognises the value of respite (Air Navigation
Guidance 2017)
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE D: AVOID OVERFLYING
COMMUNITIES WITH MULTIPLE ROUTES
Consultation Feedback:
• Feedback from the consultation, and from discussions held with
stakeholders at consultation events, indicated that this principle could help
to deliver against the broader principle of “share noise”, particularly for
those under arrival routes where we have less flexibility around designing
multiple routes for respite
Rationale:
• This is proposed as further application of the “share noise” principle
• We will avoid the following below 7000ft:
– arrivals and departures overflying the same communities;
– converging routes over the same communities;
– Heathrow routes and those from neighbouring airports overflying the same communities
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE E: MAXIMISE SHARING THROUGH
DISPERSAL
Rationale:
• An alternative to maximising sharing through predictable respite is to
spread daily aircraft over a larger area to disperse (share) the noise and
offer noise relief.
• We have prioritised the principle of predictable respite (noise principle c)
over this one based on stakeholder feedback, but there may be instances
where this use of alternating routes may offer a better solution for
communities. It is therefore included in our principles for sharing noise
• Air Navigation Guidance 2017 defines relief as “when multiple routes are

designed and operated far enough apart to offer a perceptible reduction in
noise for communities. Respite is one form of relief, but multiple flight
paths could also be operated at the same time but with an alternating
pattern of operation”
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE F: MINIMISE TOTAL POPULATION
OVERFLOWN
Consultation Feedback:
• Consultation feedback indicated that minimising newly overflown and
sharing flight paths over a wider area were of greater priority to our
community stakeholders than minimise total: this principle is therefore of
lower priority, but it is still desirable to minimise the total number of people
overflown within the constraints of delivering against the higher priority
principles (‘minimise new’ and ‘share noise’)
Rationale:
• We will seek to minimise the number of people overflown by aircraft using
Heathrow. However, we recognise that the prioritisation of sharing
principles (noise principles c, d and e) means that a larger number of people
will be overflown, but with fewer aircraft overflying each community than
there would have been if ‘minimise total’ had taken priority.
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE G: DESIGN FLIGHT PATHS OVER
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Consultation Feedback:
• This principle was suggested by consultation respondents and was accepted
by Heathrow as having benefits for reducing noise over residents, with
little, or no, dis-benefits to trade off against.
Rationale:
• Where possible, we will design flight paths to go over commercial and
industrial areas to reduce the noise effects over residential areas.
• This is consistent with minimising total population overflown, since
commercial and industrial areas tend to be areas of low population.
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE H: PRIORITISE ROUTING FLIGHT
PATHS OVER RURAL AREAS (RATHER THAN OVER URBAN AREAS)
Principle 2 – Urban and rural areas
Consultation
Feedback:
Q2. When designing airspace, Heathrow should:
(Note: May add to more than 100% as some
participants selected more than one option)

Option A: Prioritise routing aircraft over urban areas, recognising
that urban areas have higher general noise levels

Option B: Prioritise routing aircraft over rural areas where fewer
people live

100
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83%

82%

82%

77%

% in favour of option by area

80
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56%

55%
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40%
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44%

44%

25%
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18%
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Base: 112
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Base: 163

Base: 210

Base: 73
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• 73% of all consultation respondents favoured routing aircraft over rural
areas rather than over urban areas
• When analysed by geographical location, this result was consistent across
all areas except the outer NW and outer SW (which tend to be the more
rural areas)
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE H: PRIORITISE ROUTING FLIGHT
PATHS OVER RURAL AREAS (RATHER THAN OVER URBAN AREAS)
Rationale:
• Where we have a clear choice, we propose prioritising routing flight paths
over rural areas rather than urban areas.
• This preference was clear in feedback from the consultation
• This principle is of lower priority than most other noise principles, and we
do not therefore envisage it having a significant impact on the airspace
design
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE I: PRIORITISE ROUTING FLIGHT
PATHS OVER PARKS AND OPEN SPACES (RATHER THAN OVER
SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL AREAS)
Principle 3 – Urban areas

Consultation Feedback:
UPDATE REPORT: 13/02/2018

HEATHROW AIRPORT EXPANSION CONSULTATION

Q3. When designing airspace in urban areas,
Heathrow should:
100

83%

Option B: Prioritise routing aircraft over residential areas,
avoiding aircraft overflight of parks and open spaces

78%

80
% in favour of option by area

Option A: Prioritise routing aircraft over parks and open
spaces rather than residential areas

73%

71%
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SE
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• Consultation respondents showed a clear preference for overflying parks
and open spaces, and protecting peoples’ homes from noise where possible
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE I: PRIORITISE ROUTING FLIGHT
PATHS OVER PARKS AND OPEN SPACES (RATHER THAN OVER
SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL AREAS)
Rationale:
• Where we are able, we will route flight paths over parks and open spaces,
rather than over the residential areas surrounding them.
• This preference was clear in feedback from the consultation
• This principle is of lower priority than most other noise principles, and we
do not therefore envisage it having a significant impact on the airspace
design
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE J: PRIORITISE FLIGHT PATHS THAT
REDUCE AIRCRAFT NOISE FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES OVER
THOSE THAT REDUCE FUEL BURN & EMISSIONS
Principle 4 – Noise and emissions

HEATHROW AIRPORT EXPANSION CONSULTATION

UPDATE REPORT: 13/02/2018
Consultation Feedback:

Option A: Design flight paths that prioritise the reduction of aircraft noise for local
communities over those that reduce fuel burn and emissions

Q4. When designing airspace,
Heathrow should:

Option B: Design flight paths that prioritise a reduction in fuel burn and emissions
over those that reduce noise for local communities

100

% in favour of option by age

82%

80%

80
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62%
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38%
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25%
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20
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Option B
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35-50
Base: 318

Option A

Option B

Option A

Option B

51-65

65+

Base: 393

Base: 330

• Consultation respondents showed a clear preference for prioritising noise
over emissions
• However, amongst younger respondents this preference was less strong,
and amongst stakeholder focus groups some showed a greater concern for
the environment than for noise reduction
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PROPOSED NOISE PRINCIPLE J: PRIORITISE FLIGHT PATHS THAT
REDUCE AIRCRAFT NOISE FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES OVER
THOSE THAT REDUCE FUEL BURN & EMISSIONS
Rationale:
• Based on consultation feedback, we have proposed prioritising (potentially
longer) flight paths that reduce aircraft noise for longer communities over
(potentially shorter) flight paths that prioritise fuel burn and emissions.
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 6: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE DESIGN
SHOULD MINIMISE FUEL/CO2/GREENHOUSE GASES
Rationale:
• Government guidance states that minimising noise should be the priority
(over environmental considerations) for the design below 7000ft, and we
have prioritised that accordingly.
• However, fuel and the resultant CO2 and greenhouse gases will remain a
consideration and airline operations must not be penalised to the extent
that they become uneconomical because of fuel
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PRINCIPLE OF GREATER EFFICIENCY
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 7: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE DESIGN
SHOULD ENSURE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY TO MAXIMISE
BENEFITS TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS
Rationale:
• We will design to minimise pilot and air traffic control workload. This will
enhance safety, provide capacity and reduce delay for airlines and their
passengers.
• This principle is of lower priority than minimising local noise effects or
minimising environmental effects
• Engagement with community stakeholders (including passengers) and
industry stakeholders has highlighted the importance of operational
efficiency for the benefit of all
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MODERN NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY
IS IMPORTANT TO INDUSTRY
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 8: HEATHROW’S AIRSPACE DESIGN
SHOULD BE BASED ON THE LATEST NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY
WIDELY AVAILABLE
Rationale:
• We will use modern navigation technology to future proof our airspace
design.
• Modern navigation technology will reduce pilot and air traffic control
workload, which will lead to a safer option, with more capacity and less
delay.
• We will ensure that airlines that have invested in technology get direct
operational benefit from doing so.
• Based on stakeholder engagement with the industry and responses to our
consultation, we have found this principle to be important to airlines and
other aviation industry stakeholders.
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OUR FINAL PRINCIPLE IS TO BE MINDFUL
OF OTHER AIRSPACE USERS
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLE 9: HEATHROW WILL MINIMISE THE IMPACT
OF OUR AIRSPACE DESIGN ON OTHER AIRSPACE USERS
Rationale:
• We are mindful of other airspace users who share the airspace around
Heathrow, including:
– Neighbouring airports & aerodromes;
– Ministry of Defence (MOD);
– General Aviation (GA), including recreational flyers, helicopters, gliders etc.

• We will only seek additional controlled airspace where justifiable, and we
will look to identify opportunities to release controlled airspace that is not
essential for our future operation. We will seek to employ airspace sharing
arrangements where possible.
• Based on stakeholder engagement with the industry and responses to our
consultation, we have found this principle to be important to other airports
and the general aviation community.
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLES: NIGHT FLIGHTS
At consultation we asked whether there should be different design principles
for night flights
Night Flight Principles

Scheduled Night Flight Ban
•

The overwhelming response from
communities related to a night-time ban,
supporting a ban of 6.5 hours or, in
many cases, suggesting longer

•

A ban will affect the airspace operation
not the airspace design, and therefore
we are not including it in our airspace
design principles

•

We recognise that this is an important
issue for stakeholders, and as such it is
one of the key issues that will be
addressed through the DCO process
(ahead of the airspace design being
completed)

•

There were suggestions that urban areas
should be overflown in the day when
there is more activity/background noise,
with a shift to overflight of less
populated rural/open spaces at night

•

However, the main thrust of the
response regarding day or night time
prioritisation was simply around
prioritising avoidance of populated
urban areas

•

Therefore the consultation did not
provide evidence to suggest a different
prioritisation of airspace design
principles is needed for the night period
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NEXT STEPS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
We will collate and consider your feedback, and feedback from other
stakeholders, and produce a final list of airspace design principles.
The design principles will be reviewed by the CAA at the CAP1616 Define
Gateway.
If accepted by the CAA, they will then be ‘fixed’ and we will use them to
qualitatively evaluate our options as we move towards the next stage in the
process.
We will continue to engage with you at key stages throughout the design
process, including at two more public consultations.

